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From the Principal, Jess Moroney

It’s hard to believe that we’re almost at the end of term two, and for me
the end of my first term at Lenswood Primary School. I have been asked
Thurs 27/6 Chess Tournament NSPS by so many people, how things are going and my main response has been
that things are going incredibly smoothly. I have been overwhelmingly
Sat29/6 P&F Night Fundraiser
@ Anderson Hill 6:30pm pleased with the professionalism and expertise of the staff, the positive
attitude of our students in regard to both their learning and their conduct
Mon 1/7 Industrial Action - LPS
within the school and also the supportiveness of the families and wider
Modified Program
community. We truly do have an outstanding school here, that I feel very
Thurs 4/7 Assembly 5/6/7 8:50
fortunate to be a part of. As always I’ll provide a few updates regarding
Fri 5/7
Soup Lunch
some ongoing projects within the school:
Fri 5/7
Last day of term 2
Early Dismissal 2:15pm Facilities Upgrade

Week 9 - Term 2

Due to Industrial Action on
Monday, if your child is not
at school they will be able
to have their P&F lunch on
Tuesday instead.
Next School Assembly
Our next assembly is on
Thursday 4 July, at 8:45.
The 5/6/7 class will be running our assembly in the
school gym. Everyone is
invited to come along.
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You would have received a note yesterday explaining that we will be
painting the inside of the classrooms in the first week of the school holidays. While we haven’t yet had a discussion about colour, we will go for a
neutral colour and bring elements of brightness in through using student
work samples as displays. The bonus of doing the work ourselves is that
we can put the school facilities budget towards larger jobs that are not as
easy for us to do. Speaking of which, we have just signed off on external
repairs and painting of the drama room. I think we can all agree that the
outside is looking quite tired, so in the coming months it will receive a face
lift. Initially it will just be repaired and repainted, then we will look to
‘pretty it up’ with student painted murals on the outside to make it look
even more welcoming. Given that drama, music and the arts is such a
strength of ours, I feel it is quite important to ensure that the space we
use is vibrant and inviting. If you have some spare time in the holidays and
can help out with the painting, please respond using the tear off slip that
came home on the note yesterday.
School Improvement Plan is Live

A major piece of work for the staff this term has been to work with me
and develop our school improvement plan for the next three years. A
school improvement plan is a strategic plan that outlines how we will continue to improve literacy and numeracy outcomes for all students over a
sustained period of time. Our staff and students have worked considera3
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cont’d… from the Principal, Jess Moroney
at how we can do even better. The updated school improvement plan is now on our website in the
‘parent information’ tab and it outlines our goals, challenges of practice and actions. What you will notice
is that we are aiming to have more students achieve in the “higher bands.” This means that at Lenswood
while we are happy that almost all of our students reach the standard set out by the Department for Education, we actually have higher expectations of our students and are aiming to have as many students as
possible achieve two or more bands above what the Department expects. This is a lofty, yet realistic target, that I am excited to work with our staff and students on. In the coming months, I will provide updates
on what we are working on and how we are tracking.
Lenswood Rocks Winter
We are now only a few sleeps away from our major fundraising evening for the year. Having had many
discussions with P&F, it sounds like the night is going to be a great one. One of the main purposes of the
evening is to celebrate the community that surrounds Lenswood, so if you haven’t yet booked a ticket,
contact Lisa or the school to grab one of the final tickets remaining. As a school I feel fortunate to have
such a supportive parent group that are willing to donate time and money to fundraise for the school.
Everything raised goes directly to supporting the students at school and it makes a significant difference
to what we can do here with our students. As a principal, I would like to formally thank the hard work
that our dedicated fundraising team has done over a long period of time and also thank those who have
donated generously to support the school. I’m really looking forward to a great night and the opportunity
to socialise with you in a less formal setting.
Have a great fortnight leading into the holidays and then a safe and enjoyable break. Jess Moroney
Gym and Sport Shed Use
Over the past few years there have been a range of discussions about the use of the gym and sport shed during
break times. The success of the space being used at break times has varied and at times it has been closed or
“banned” due to misuse. At staff meeting last night we had a long discussion about the gym and sport shed, not
from the point of view that the students had been doing anything wrong, but from the approach of duty of care. As
a staff, we were concerned that if an accident or injury occurred during recess or lunch time while the teacher was
supervising the rest of the yard that we couldn’t confidently say we were supervising students in the gym and
providing duty of care. It is for this reason that we have decided to modify the way that the gym is used during
break times.
During recess and lunch, the gym will no longer be opened just for every day playing. The activities that are usually
played in the gym are transferrable to outside, where we have a staff member supervising. However, we understand that students enjoy the use of the gym. In the coming weeks, we will discuss at SRC the possibility of students leading organised sports in the gym during break times. For example, this could be a group of students arranging an indoor soccer or netball tournament that runs for a few weeks. If students are interested in this, we will
then ensure that additional supervision is supplied during break times to have the gym open for the tournament
and also the yard will remain supervised. Given the size of our school and staff, we cannot have two members on
duty recess and lunch every day. However, we can look into it for specialised activities. We will also discuss the use
of the sport shed at SRC and look into providing ‘break time kits’ that are accessible for all students, rather than
just opening the sports shed. Students will be consulted with the types of equipment that is made available and it
will evolve and change as necessary. This should alleviate the current issue of class teaching PE kits regularly missing items, when we go to teach a specific sport. After the students have had a few weeks to become accustomed to
the changes, we will ask for their feedback as to how they feel it is going.
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Our Volunteers
Congratulations to both Chris and Kay
Stafford on receiving their Volunteer
Award from the Dept for Education.
At our recent assembly Jess presented
Chris and Kay with their framed certificates. We thank them both for all the
hours, days, weeks, months and years
they have volunteered at our school.

Thank You!!
Pablo Picasso study in Visual Arts - Darly Jones
Pablo Picasso’s Blue Period and
Cubism beautifully demonstrated by our students in Visual
Arts.

Thank you...


Ewen Maxwell - for donating a tortoise to the 2/3/4 class and for
sourcing the tank, filter and UV light and setting it all up. E.T.
(Extraordinary Turtle) loves his cosy new home.



Ewen Maxwell, again, for fixing the lock on the 2/3/4 class.



Lisa Golding and the P&F Committee for all their hard work in getting
donations, printing tickets, organising desserts, and generally putting
in so much effort to make Saturday night a success.
Chess Tournament

Tomorrow morning 11 of our students will be heading to Norton Summit Primary School to attend the
Adelaide Hills Interschool Chess Tournament. It will be the first time our school has attend this competition and we will be joining chess players from a range of schools including: Norton Summit, Uraidla, Paracombe and Basket range.
We wish all our players good luck and thank our drivers, Linda MacAuley and Paul Critchley for offering to
drive our players. Parents of our players are welcome to head to Norton Summit PS to have a look.
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